ABC Fitness Eliminates Software Delivery Toil

“Developers stopped trusting the CD Process. Teams had a hard time differentiating between a pipeline failure and code failure.”

David Leonard | SRE DevOps Manager

Continuous Delivery Challenges

• ABC Fitness built its deployment pipelines using Jenkins. The solution was functional, but the team knew there were better options.
• The DevOps team continually ran into Jenkins bugs. These bugs caused lost productivity not only due to diagnostics but also in pipeline efficiency.
• Developers were tired of dealing with broken pipelines.
• The team spent 15 person-hours a week troubleshooting and maintaining Jenkins.
• Developers were deploying roughly 450 times a month

Cloud Cost Challenges

• Harness greatly reduced the troubleshooting and maintenance effort associated with CD. This time has been redirected to improving the company’s platform.
• Developers have more visibility into deployments, restoring their confidence in the DevOps Team.
• Developers are deploying greater than 600 times a month.

Business Impact & ROI

• Harness has reduced CD toil by a month’s worth of effort every quarter.
• Harness increased deployment velocity by >20% from 450 deployments to over 600.